Using Drama to Explore Cultural Diversity
• Enable learners to understand their own cultural identity and those of
others, including other places and other times
• Help children and young people develop resilience, understanding,
empathy and confidence through drama
• Develop our confidence within an important, huge and sensitive area
• Explore racism - criminal or human?
• Ask is it normal to be curious and even fearful of change and
newness?
• Explore whether diversity a challenge for most, if not all cultures and
countries?
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Stereotypes and Nostalgia:
A Pause/Play/Pause Warm Up
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A busy street in Mumbai
Fit Older Walkers in Snowdon
Enthusiastic but Underprepared Teenage Scouts anywhere
Middle Aged Book Lovers in Hay on Wye
Young women at a sunny Spanish Fiesta
Dancers Love It at the Notting Hill Carnival by a Huge Sound System
Write down some culturally diverse stereotypes. Note on safety and the
fear of being offensive.
8. Pot Luck stereotype game – 4-5
9. Share a few
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Exploring Our World: Explore The Arts
➢ Let’s play with some texts.
➢ Everyone must be involved in a cast
➢ You can improvise or cut lines if you can justify that
➢ Try it 4 times through with scripts then try putting
them down – go for the gist
➢ Some scripts are more naturalistic, some less so. Some
work with a contemporary physical theatre riff, others
multi-role, others are about truthful characterisation.
Play.
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Rehearsal Time! Do enjoy being creative and do explore.
• Groups of 5 – Trojan Horse
• Pairs – Love Letters of Ragie Patel
• Pairs – White Teeth
• Groups 4 -6 – Sunday Morning: Voices of the Dead
• Groups 4 -6 – Sunday Morning: Ridickless
• Groups 4 -6 – Sunday Morning: Sunday Ends

Using Drama to Explore
Cultural Diversity
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Exploring Our World: Explore The Arts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Whose voice is heard? Are there new or unexpected voices?
Who is representing who and how?
Can you explore multiple perspectives?
Can you make mistakes confidently? Have you enjoyed rehearsal?
What are the differences between characters?
What mainstream assumptions or bigotry might be challenged ? How?
Are cultures conveyed as fluid or monolithic?
What stereotypes / archetypes did you use to storytell? Does the story explore
our cultural landscape?
9. Could it be developed into great theatre?
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A little bit of theory …Yasmin Alibhai Brown (2000)
“Traditional multiculturalism takes what remains a highly Eurocentric curriculum and
bolts on Diwali, Martin Luther King and anti-racist policies. Home cultures of black
and Asian children are revered and those of white children ignored…it does not focus
on the need to extend the appeal of Shakespeare to enable black and Asian children
to feel this is part of their heritage and cannot see that white children need to see
Benjamin Zephaniah as their poet too. “
The Sari and Samosa approach.
Benign but still sees the white ethnic culture as normative and other cultures as fun
for a day, not complex and part of the fabric of the everyday, where children need to
navigate the unpredictable, interconnected nature of diverse, plural, changing
culture. Seeing the ‘other’ as conservative, closed and unchanging, and critical
comment as ‘racist’ can be dangerous for everyone.
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To Look at Further if you Fancy it…
• Raymond Williams suggests culture is produced through the interactions between systems
of meaning, structures of power and the institutions which convey their messages. It is the
processes, knowledges and cultural dialogue – explicit and implied, subtextual and direct,
hidden and seen – that help us understand culture. It is mutable, contested, plural.
• Several writers (Rattansi, Gilroy, Paxman, Cohen, Eddo-Lodge et al.) brilliantly argue that
the homogeneous idealized Britain never existed, and calls for a new confidence and
engagement in discourse examining difference and privilege. This would help us engage
with the complexity and contradiction of life as we live it.

Using Drama to Explore
• What is the role of education in creating a genuine cultural and political
Cultural
democracyDiversity
for an intercultural, diverse and critically questioning student
body?
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Thunk
What is your culture? What about identity? Is it easy to summarise or
label?
If you’re ‘American’ do you share the same notions of identity, the
rule of law and cultural paradigms/references whether you’re a
teenage Hispanic from Virginia or a retired white graduate in Seattle?
How are diverse groups represented through character, story and
plot on stage, on screen and in literature? As tokens of their cultural
appearance or authentic characters?
Do we need to be cultural explorers, imitators, judges or producers?
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A New Approach
1. State differences
2. Identify prejudice and assumption
3. Explore all our cultures – the mainstream culture is not
invisible or less interesting
4. Explore cultures as fluid, contradictory and changeable
5. Stereotypes and archetypes are part of our storytelling
toolkit.
6. Stating ethnicity, country of birth, class or gender is not in
itself prejudicial
7. No saints, no sinners
8. Call bigotry out, but kindly
9. No cultural group has a monopoly on racism or ignorance
10. There is a majority culture and a power base
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Avenue Q
As you listen to
the song consider
a question, your
emotional
response and a
comment.
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Verbatim and Speech as a stimulus

The news, poems, newspapers, interviews, radio plays,
podcasts, and documentaries all can provide excellent
material relatively quickly. Examples:
Brexit: A Tale of Two Cities (Anand Menon)
Brexit: Bewitched, Bothered or Bewildered (Adrian Chiles)
No Country For Young Women
Three Minute Epiphany
The Listening Project (interviews and animations)
7 Up series
When the Levees Broke
Unreported World
Comedians (Sindhu Vee, Tes Ilyas, loads)
TED talks
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Thank You! Will you tackle cultural diversity with confidence?

Zeena Rasheed / zrasheed@Penistone-gs.uk

National Drama Shout Out!
1. Do you believe Drama Matters? Do you believe Drama should be an entitlement for all our
children led by specialists in the curriculum?
2. Do you love Drama in educational contexts in and out of theatres, schools and community
spaces?
3. Could you get excited about celebrating your work where real learners are transformed and
inspired in your classes?
4. Could you help us campaign for change?
5. Could you be a Drama Champion?

Please take a leaflet and have a chat – do join National Drama, help us
grow, and be part of something special. The more voices we have, the
louder we can be.
National Drama has campaigned for Drama for 30 years – be part of the next 30! Primary
Roadshow, Conference in Nottingham, CLA, express our views to Ofsted, only official constituted
subject association, bursaries, Student Voice, Book Reviewers, Publishing/ Workshop Leading
opportunities for members, patron visits, Friday Feeling,

Zeena Rasheed / zrasheed@Penistone-gs.uk

PATRONS: Jess Hynes, John Godber and Jane Thornton

